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What's New
As of March 21, 2012
 
Here's a quick update of what's new from New Road Map Foundation, hosts
of FinancialIntegrity.org and SimpleLivingForum.net. These community-created websites are the "go-to" place
for people who are integrating financial integrity into their lives by aligning their personal finances with their
personal values and goals.  

March 24 is International Cash Mob Day!

You may have heard of Flash Mobs.  Well the go-local movement now has Cash Mobs to help build the local
economy.  Cash mobs target a local, independently-owned business that gives back to the community, and
encourages en masse support for that business on a certain day. International Cash Mob Day is March 24th -
three days left to organize your local mob!

Especially for Canadians
 
Welcome to FinancialIntegrityCanada.org -- a new area online specifically for Canadians who are following the
FI Program.  There you can find versions of the Financial Integrity Guides geared specifically toward the
Canadian financial system.  This is also where you will find and can post resources, tools, local FI teacher and
study group listings, and articles that may be of particular interest to Canadians. (Although there's a lot of
universal information on each as well, making them well worth anyone's time to check out).  Here are some of
the resources listed at FinancialIntegrityCanada.org:
 
Moneyville - award-winning personal finance blog  
Canadian Earth Institute - individual courses offered as well as downloadable curriculum for discussion groups.
Start a discussion group on voluntary simplicity and then move on to discuss topics like raising healthy children
or globalization. 
Canadian Couch Potato - low-stress investment strategies (also works for American investors) 

On FinancialIntegrity.org 

FI Profile: Diane & Chuck
 
Do you think that early financial independence is a pipe dream for folks with children?  Well, it can be done, and
on a middle-class income!  Diane and Chuck reached financial independence by age 50 -- with two special
needs children, no less.  It's an incredibly inspiring example of creating a strong, emotionally and financially
solvent family by planning for the long term.  Read Diane & Chuck's story.
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Resource: Lending Club
 
Maybe you're looking for an alternative to borrowing from the giant multinational banks, or for a lower-cost,
fixed-rate loan as a step to retire debt. Or perhaps you want to put some of your money to work investing in the
lives of real people, while minimizing risk. One option might be peer-to-peer lending such as Lending Club.

Resource: The American Debt Project
 
A personal finance blog with a broad range of information, the American Debt Project combines personal
experience with practical tips on a variety of personal finance subjects. 

Tools & Examples: Car replacement calculator  
 
Is your old car sucking up more of your wealth than you can justify? Here's a tool to help you decide.   

Resource: Cool to be Frugal 
 
If you're looking for a down-to-earth blog about frugal living and increasing income, check out Cool to be
Frugal.

Tools & Examples: Ready for Zero
 
If you need help organizing and managing your own debt elimination plan, you might find a helpful tool at Ready
for Zero.

Resource: Bogleheads 
 
No, they're not word-game addicts. Bogleheads is a forum and wiki dedicated to discussion of personal
investment information. 

Best of the Simple Living Forums
What are Simplicity Lovers Reading?

The most-read thread on the Simple Living Forums is a year's worth of peeking into members' book pile
with "What Are You Reading in 2011?"  You can find reviews and recommendations on classics and new gems
about living your values, as well as mystery, young adult fiction for that parent-child book club -- just about
anything thoughtful people are reading these days.  Check out that and other threads at the
SimpleLivingForum.net.

In The News

New oversight for credit bureaus

As credit scores become a more and more pervasive influence on our financial lives, there's good news that
there may be changes to help protect consumers from the lack of transparency that shrouds this powerful tool.
MSNBC reports on the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's plans to institute more oversight on credit
bureaus and the major collection agencies, in the article Credit score raters may face new D.C. oversight.

The 3/50 Project: Help Your Local Economy

Looking for a way to both be more deliberate in your own financial behavior, and make a real difference to the
economy in your own community? Check out this article about the 3/50 Project.
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001aFv8w0uhJeMacGY8-LyWkCyf74Hh0AQwFrQCsuk0Hs-6zCEOHk0OppqixzA3uL_AZw798-qEODwUsz_YGItL4rWf4y-J70_YOhXje__gR2NHoH3XLO4i7o7KeyGp0CSr1NH_mTS5toer3aIhxL_LdBaoaSeQ-FlA
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Why I am leaving Goldman Sachs

Why did Greg Smith resign March 14 as a Goldman Sachs executive director and head of the firm's United
States equity derivatives business in Europe, the Middle East and Africa? Because, he says, Goldman Sachs
has lost its way: the client trust that has sustained the company for 143 years is no longer valued or sought. The
carefully-nurtured culture of teamwork, integrity, spirit of humility, and always doing right by clients has been
replaced with a toxic and unsustainable drive to make the most money from - rather than for - each client. In
other words -- the abandonment of financial integrity.  For a revealing look at what hasn't changed about Wall
Street since the crash, and why no investment firm can or should survive without a return to these traditional
values of trust, read his New York Times op-ed resignation letter.

Facebook Highlights
A selection of postings from our Facebook feed 

"The Right to Buy: We have come to believe, deeply, that it is our right to consume. If we have the money, we
can buy whatever we want, whether or not we need it, use it or even enjoy it. After all, it's a free country. And if
we don't have the money... heck, what are credit cards for? Born to shop. Whoever dies with the most toys
wins. Life, liberty and the pursuit of material possessions." - Joe Dominguez & Vicki Robin, Your Money or Your
Life

 "Discipline is remembering what you want." - David Campbell

"From what we get, we can make a living; what we give, however, makes a life." - Arthur Ashe

  "By asking yourself questions about your values and your dreams, you can aim at financial goals that are
easier and more compelling than trying to live up to the lives we see in advertisements. By observing everyday
events in your life and in the lives of those around you and by using the Internet to research companies and
their stocks, you can find opportunities that are missed by financial institutions." - Tom Trimbath, Dream, Invest,
Live

"The only reason a great many American families don't own an elephant is that they have never been offered an
elephant for a dollar down and easy weekly payments." ~Mad Magazine

Video: The meaning of "pay yourself first"

Humor: Some days, the road to simplicity gets a bit rocky

Come Join Us

Transform the World's Relationship With Money
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help!
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